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ABSTRACT.   Recently Eberlein and O'Neill have investigated Riemannian

manifolds of negative sectional curvature.   For visibility manifolds, they have

obtained a classification into three types: parabolic, axial and fuchsian.   Funda-

mental groups of fuchsian manifolds of finite type will be investigated.   The main

theorem is that isometry groups of certain (not necessarily compact) fuchsian mani-

folds are finite.   Fundamental groups of fuchsian manifolds of finite type are not

amenable.   The spectral radius of the random matrix of the fundamental group of

a compact Riemannian manifold of negative sectional curvature is less than one.

1.  Introduction.   Recently, Bishop, Eberlein and O'Neill have investigated

Riemannian manifolds of negative sectional curvature in [1], [4], [5] and [6].

Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of sectional curvature  K < 0.

Then M has a simply connected covering manifold M  which can be given the

cone topology so that the boundary M(°°)  is a sphere and M U M(°°)  is a

closed cell.  If any two points in M(°°) can be joined by a geodesic, then M

is called a visibility manifold.  According to the limit set of the fundamental

group itx(M),M is called parabolic, axial and fuchsian.

In this paper we require the additional condition for M that there exists

a unique geodesic joining any two distinct points in the boundary M(°°) of its

universal covering manifold M .  This condition holds when the sectional curva-

ture K of M satisfies K <c <0   [A], [6].  Our results seem to be true for

visibility manifolds; however we require this additional condition for convenience.

This condition has been used by Eberlein in [4].  Under a compactness assump-

tion on the limit set of ttx(M) (see §2), M is said to be of finite type.

When M is the hyperbolic plane, M is of finite type if and only if nx(M)

is finitely generated [9]. We have not been able to obtain such a characteriza-

tion for fuchsian manifolds.  The purpose of this paper is to extend several

results of Greenberg [8], [9], [10] to fuchsian manifolds of finite type and

certain symmetric space forms.  We also answer a question of Milnor [ 12] about
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random walks on  nx(M).  For convenience, we shall from now on omit all

notations indicating induced homomorphisms between fundamental groups by

projections and liftings.  For instance, for a covering space  $:  X—*■ X, we

shall ignore the induced monomorphism  $*:  itx(X) —+ ttx(X) and identify

7-jO?) with Q*nx(X).

In §2, preliminaries are stated.   Mainly these facts can be found in [1],

[2], [4], [5] and [6].  §3 deals with fundamental groups and their subgroups

of finite indices.  Let Mx   and M2  be two compact fuchsian manifolds

covering the same manifold M.  Consider the intersection of images of irx (Mx )

and  irx(M2) in ttx(M) under natural homomorphisms induced by projections.

If the corresponding covering manifold M  of Mx   and M2  is fuchsian, then

M  is of finite type.  If M is a covering fuchsian manifold of finite type of a

fuchsian manifold M'  such that the limit sets L(nx(M)) and L(itx(M')) coin-

cide, then M is a finite covering of M'. Let M be a fuchsian manifold of

finite type covering a fuchsian manifold M  suchthat  ttx(M) is a A^-subgroup

of ■nx(M>).  Then the index   [nx(M) : nx(M)]   is finite.  Consequently, the

isometry group of a fuchsian manifold M of finite type is finite, if the limit

set of its fundamental group is not contained in the boundaries of its proper

totally geodesic submanifolds of the universal covering manifold M.  This is

shown in §4.  These manifolds are not necessarily compact.

In §5, we show that commensurability groups of fundamental groups of

certain rank one symmetric space forms are discrete.  These space forms are not

of finite volume.  To determine whether the commensurability group of a

lattice (a discrete subgroup whose quotient has finite volume) of a Lie group is

discrete or not is an open problem [10].  Of arithmetic subgroups of semisimple

Lie groups, the commensurability groups are dense in the whole groups.  Finally

in §6, we consider random walks on  tjx(M). Milnor in [12] has raised the

following problem.  Consider a left-invariant, symmetric random walk on the

fundamental group  fx(M)  of a compact Riemannian manifold M of negative

sectional curvature.  Is the spectral radius of the matrix associated with the

random walk on kx(M) less than 1?  The answer is affirmative.  Further we

obtain another proof of a theorem in [12].

2. Preliminaries. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of sectional

curvature K < 0.  Then M has a simply connected covering manifold M

which can be given the cone topology so that the boundary M(°°) is a sphere

and M U M(°°) is a closed n-cell. An isometry 0 of M extends naturally

to a homeomorphism of M U M(°°). Isometries of M are classified into

three classes:
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(1) 0 is elliptic if 0 has a fixed point in M.

(2) 0  is axial if 0 has two fixed points in M(°°).

(3) 0 is parabolic if 0  has one fixed point in M(°°).

If T is a properly discontinuous group of isometries of M, one obtains a

closed T-invariant limit set L(T) in M(°°), i.e. the set of accumulation points

of an orbit  T(p) in M(°°) of an arbitrary p G M. It is independent of the

choice of pGM. A visibility manifold M is a complete Riemannian manifold

with K < 0 such that for any points x^j in M(°°), there exists at least

one geodesic joining x and y.   By investigating limit sets of the fundamental

groups t!x(M) of visibility manifolds M, Eberlein and O'Neill have divided all

visibility manifolds into three types: parabolic, axial or fuchsian. When

L(nx(M)) is a single point,M is called a parabolic manifold. When L(nx(M))

is exactly two points, M is called an axial manifold.   Otherwise  M is called

a fuchsian manifold.

If M is fuchsian, then nx(M) is the disjoint union of its stability

groups at boundary points x in M(°°). Stability groups are permuted by

inner automorphisms, that is 07r1(M);(;0-1 = nx(M)^x.  Furthermore, nx(M)x =

ir^M)^  if and only if 0 G ttx(M)x.

In this paper we shall only consider visibility manifolds satisfying an

additional condition that for any points x ^ y in M (°°) there exists at most

one geodesic joining x and y.  The following results are basic and will be

needed in the sequel.

Lemma 2.1 [2]. Let S be a closed subset of M(°°) which contains

more than one point and is invariant under a subgroup G of I0(M ). Then

S D L(G).

Lemma 2.2.  Let   G and H be subgroups of I0(M). Suppose that

hGhT1 =G for all hGH.   Then

(a) L(G) is invariant under H  [2], [6].

(b) // L(G) contains more than one point, then L(H) C L(G)   [2].

Lemma 2.3 [6]. Let a be an axis of an isometry 0 of M with end

points x and   y. Let 0  be an isometry of M that fixes one of these

end points such that  0 and 0 generate a properly discontinuous group.

Then  0  commutes with a power of 0 and hence fixes the other end point

of a.

Let A(T) be the set of all fixed points of axial elements of T and P(F)

be the set of all fixed points of parabolic elements.   Then A(T), PÇT) and

L(T) are invariant under the normalizer of T in the isometry group I(M).
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To each properly discontinuous group  T  of isometries of M,we can

associate three objects. There is a canonical fundamental domain defined to be

the set   {p GM\ d(p, p0) < d(yp, p0), y(p0) ¥= p0, for all 7er}. A subset

5 of M U M(°°) is called (geodesically) convex if with every two of its points

it contains the geodesic segment between them.   We denote by   [5]    the con-

vex hull of 5.  It is the intersection of all convex subsets of M U M(°°) con-

taining 5.  The convex figure of T is the set KÇT) = [¿(r)] O M. This is a

convex set which is invariant under  T.  To each point z  in F(r), we associate

a sufficiently small horosphere Hz  at z such that, if 0 G nx(M) and z' =

0(z), then H¿=H(¡){z) = <t>Hz. We denote by A:*(r) the complement in KÇT)

of the union of interiors of those horospheres.  Then K*(T) is neither unique

nor convex but it is invariant under T.  If there exists a ball B = B(p0, r) =

{p G M I d(p, p0) < r }  about a certain point p0  in M   such that £*(r) C

TB = U7er^'ttien -^*(D is said to be compact mod T.  This is equivalent

to the compactness of the quotient obtained from  K*(T)  by identifying points

congruent under  I\  Nielsen has proved that a fuchsian group  T  is finitely

generated if and only if K*(T) is compact mod T.  The limit set LÇT) is a

closed T-invariant set in M(°°).  The intersection of all complete totally geo-

desic submanifolds of M containing ¿(T) in their boundaries is a totally

geodesic submanifold denoted by <¿(r)>. It is the totally convex hull of L(T)

in MUM(°°).

Definition 2.1. A fuchsian manifold M of finite type is a complete

Riemannian manifold with K < 0 such that (1) for any x=£y in the boundary

M(°°)  of the simply connected covering M, there exists a unique geodesic

joining them, (2) there exists some  K*(ttx(M))  which is compact  mod ttx(M).

3. Fundamental groups. In this section we shall obtain several theorems

concerning fundamental groups of fuchsian manifolds of finite type.

Theorem 3.1. Let Mx  and M2   be two compact fuchsian manifolds

covering the same manifold M.  Consider the intersection^) of ttx(Mx) and

ttx(M2) in irx(M). If the associated covering manifold M1   to Ttx(Mx) C\ itx(M2)

is fuchsian, then M1  is of finite type.

Proof.  Let  Gx   and G2  denote the fundamental groups  nx(Mx) and

7-j(Af2)  respectively.  Let G = Gx n G2.  There exist balls Bx = {pGM\

d(p, P0) < T| } and B2 = {p G M \ d(p, p0) < r2 } for some pQGM (with-

out loss of generality) such that K(GX)CGXBX   and K(G2)CG2B2. Let

(2)   Please note the convention in our introduction that we are omitting notations

of induced homomorphisms between fundamental groups.
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r = max (rx,r2) and B = (p GM \ d(p, p0) <r}. Then K(GX)CGXB and

K(G2) C G2B.   Choose coset representatives   [gxi } and   {g2j } so that  Gx =

UtiGgu) and G2=\J,(Gg2¡). Then K(GX) CGXB = G(\J¡gxiB) and

ü:(G2)CC2ß = C(U^2/4  Also K(G) CK(GX) n K(G2) since L(G) C

L(GX) n £(G2).  For any g G G, gxiB n^2/ B * 0 if and only if £ n

g~ljg g2iB =t 0. Moreover, for any fG irx(M), B Ci fB¥=0 if and only if

d(p0, f(p0))<2r.  The discreteness of irx(M) implies that there are only a

finite number of elements / with this property. Therefore there are only a

finite number of elements f = g~x]gg2j   with B n fB ±0. If (gul)~lgl(g2jx) =

*7i2*a*2/2.then

*u2Suigi mg&v&h &Gxr\G2=G.

Therefore ff.^/,   and g2Í2g~x¡1 ̂ G, so gUl =gx¡2, g2Jj = g2¡2  and f, =

g2.  It follows that there are only a finite number of the gXi, g2j- and g for

which gxiB n £g2/l? # 0, and therefore only a finite number of the gxi  for

which £n.5 n K(G2) =£ 0. Since K(G) C K(G2), there are only a finite

number of the gjj.say £«-.» •""»fu    so that gxiB <~\ K(G) ¥= 0. Further-

more the elements of G map K(G) and  K(GX) onto themselves and con-

sequently K(GX) - K(G) onto itself.  Thus gXiB n A"(G) =é 0, if and only

if G(gxiB) n K(G) =A 0. We have K(G) C G(lJk=i^1/fc5).  Let B' be with

center p0  and radius r' which is large enough to contain Uk=i(?i,vS)-

Then K(G) C G5'  or K(G) is compact mod G.  Thus M" is of finite type.

Theorem 3.2. If Mx   is a covering fuchsian manifold of finite type of a

fuchsian manifold M2  and L(irx(Mx)) = L(ttx(M2)). Then Mx   is a finite

covering of M2.

Proof.  Since Mx   and M2  are fuchsian, L(nx(Mx)) = L(tix(M2)) con-

tains more than two points.  Let Gx   denote  nx(Mx) and G2   denote  itx(M2).

Then K*(GX) and K*(G2) are not empty sets. There is B = {p G M |

d(p, p0)<r} such that K*(GX) CG XB.  Since G2  is properly discontinuous,

there are only a finite number of elements gGG2   so that B n gB =£ 0.

Let gx,"',gn  be those elements.  Let p GB Ci K*(GX) (suppose that B

is large enough so that B (~l K*(GX) is not empty).  Let gGG2.  Since

K(GX) = K(G2), K*(G2)CK*(GX) and  K*(G2) is invariant under G2.

Thus g(p)GK*(Gx). There exists g0 G Gx   so that g^(p)GB.  Thus B C\

gçgB ¥= 0 and g-Qg = gk  for some  fc  Thus every g G G is congruent to one

of g1,'",g„ mod Gx   and   [G2 : Gx]   is finite.

Definition 3.1. An Af-chain of a group G is a sequence of subgroups

Gx, G2, '", Gn  such that (a) Gk * {e} (k = 1, •••, n), (b) either Gk  is a

normal subgroup of Gk+1   or Gk+1   is a normal subgroup of Gk.
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Two subgroups H and  K of G are N-equivalent if there is an A^-chain

H = Gx, G2, •••, Gn = K.   A subgroup which is A^-equivalent to G is called an

AZ-subgroup.  By applying Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 successively, we obtain

Lemma 3.1.  Let   H and K be N-equivalent subgroups of a properly

discontinuous group of isometries of M   such that L(H) contains more than

two points.  Then L(H) = L(K).

Theorem 3.3. Let Mx   be a fuchsian manifold of finite type covering

a fuchsian manifold M2  suchthat nx(Mx) is a N-subgroup of irx(M2).  Then

[nx(M2) : nx(Mx)]   is finite or Mx   is a finite covering of M2.

Proof. Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 imply this theorem.

Theorem 3.4. Let Mx  be a covering fuchsian manifold of finite type of

a fuchsian manifold M2.  Then there exists a subgroup G of nx(M2) such

that (1) G isN-equivalent to ttx(Mx); (2) if K C ux(M2) and K is N-

equivalent to itx(Mx), then K C G; (3) [G : nx(Mx)]   is finite.

Proof. Let Gx  and G2  denote Ttx(Mx) and irx(M2). Let G =

{gGG2\gL(Gx) = L(Gx)}. Then L(G)DL(GX).  Lemma 2.1 implies that

L(GX) D L(G), so that L(G) = L(GX). Theorem 3.2 implies that   [G : Gx]   is

finite. Thus Gx  has a finite number of conjugate subgroups in G.  The inter-

section of these conjugate subgroups is a normal subgroup F of finite index

in G.  Since G is infinite, F is nontrivial. Therefore the sequence  G, F and

Gx   is an Af-chain and G is Af-equivalent to Gx.   If K is Af-equivalent to Gx,

Lemma 2.2 implies that  K leaves L(GX) invariant, so that K C G.

Theorem 3.5. Let Mx  and M2  be fuchsian manifolds of finite type

covering a fuchsian manifold M.   The following statements are equivalent:

(a) TTjCA^i) and itx(M2) are N-equivalent, (b) there is a group J which is

simultaneously normal and of finite index in kx(Mx) and irx(M2),

(c)L(nx(Mx)) = L(i:x(M2)).

Proof.  Let  G,GX   and  G2  denote  nX(M), nX(Mx) and  nx(M2)

respectively. If (a) is true, then   {g G G\ gL(Gx) = L(GX)} = {g G G\ gL(G2) =

L(G2)}. Since  Gx   and G2  are of finite index in   {g G G\gL(Gx) = L(GX)},

this is also true of Gx C\ G2. Therefore  Gx n G2  contains a nontrivial sub-

group / which is normal and of finite index in   (g G G\ gL(Gx) = L(GX)}.

J is also normal and of finite index in Gx   and G2. Thus (a) implies (b). If

(b) is true, then  Gx   and  G2   are Af-equivalent. Therefore L(GX) = L(G2).

Hence (b) implies (c).  Suppose (c) is true. Then   {g G G\ gL(Gx) = L(GX)}=

{g G G\ gL(G2) = L(G2)} is N-equivalent to Gx   and  G2.
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4. Isometry groups.  The following theorem is shown by Eberlein in [5].

Theorem 4.1 (Eberlein). Let M be a fuchsian manifold.   Then there

exists an infinite subset A of ttx (M) such that the subgroup G generated by

the set A is a free group on the set A.

It follows that G is a properly discontinuous group of isometries of M.

Let F be a finite group generated by fx,'",fn and let G be the free group

generated by A= {ax, •",an}. There is a homomorphism $: G—*■ F de-

fined by $(af)=/), i=l, •••, n. If K is the kernel, then F is isomorphic

to G/K. G is the fundamental group of a fuchsian manifold Mx. If we identify

points of M which are congruent under K, we obtain another fuchsian mani-

fold M2 = M IK.  An isometry 0 of M2   can be lifted to an isometry 0   of
*-w #-w **■*

M. The transformation 0   maps an orbit Kp, pGM, onto another orbit.

Thus $K = K$ or $ is in the normalizer N[K, I(M)]   of K in I(M).

I(M2) is isomorphic to N[K, I(M)]/K which contains G/K as a subgroup.

Thus F is isomorphic to a subgroup of I(M2).  Thus we have

Theorem 4.2. Let Mx  be a fuchsian manifold. For each finite group F,

one can construct a fuchsian manifold M2  which covers M such that F is

isomorphic to a subgroup of I(M2).

Remark. A stronger result than Theorem 4.2 would be that every finite

group is the isometry group of some fuchsian manifold.

Lemma 4.1. Let M be a fuchsian manifold such that L(nx(M)) is not

contained in the boundary of any proper totally geodesic submanifold of M.

Then the normalizer N[irx(M), I(M)]   of nx(M) in I(M) is discrete.

Proof.  Suppose that there is a sequence   {nk} GN[nx(M), I(M)]   such

that lim nk = e.  Then lim fnkf~1rik~1 =e where / is any element of ttx(M).

Since fnkf~1nk1 G nx(M) which is discrete, fnkf~1n~¡c1 = e  for almost all k.

Consider a fixed nfc  such that fnkf~1n¡l1 = e.  Suppose that nfc  is elliptic

and let the fixed point set of nk be the proper closed totally geodesic submani-

fold N.  Then each / in  ttx(M) leaves A'' invariant. Thus we have a contradic-

tion.  Suppose that nk  is parabolic and let the fixed point of nk be z G

M(°°). Then f(z) = z  and M must be parabolic or axial by Lemma 2.3.

Finally suppose that nk  is axial and let the fixed points of nk  be zx   and

z2 GM(°°), then either f(zx) = zx, f(z2) = z2   or f(zx) = z2, f(z2) = zx.  The

second case implies that / leaves the geodesic joining zx   to z2  invariant and

has a fixed point in M. This is impossible.  The first case implies that M is

axial.
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Theorem 4.3. ¿er M be a fuchsian manifold of finite type such that

L(nx(M)) is not contained in the boundary of any proper totally geodesic sub-

manifold of M.   Then I(M) is finite.

Proof. Consider the normalizer N[nx(M),I(M)]   of ttx(M) in I(M).

I(M) is isomorphic to N[ir1(M),I(M)]/nx(M). Because every isometry <pGI(M)

can be lifted to an isometry 0   of M, the isometry $ maps an orbit of

nx(M)p, p GM onto another orbit. Thus  0 itx(M) = Ttx(M)<¡>   or 0~ is in the

normalizer N[nx(M),I(M)]. Lemma 4.1 implies that N{nx(M),I(M)\   is dis-

crete. Theorem 3.3 implies that the index   [N[nX(M), I(M)] : irx(M)]   is finite

and I(M) is finite.

5. Commensurability groups. Let  rx   and  T2  be subgroups of a group

T. T,   and  T2  are commensurable  (rx ~ T2) if rx O T2  is of finite index

in Tj  and T2.  Let C(r) = {g G G\gTg~1 ~ V}. Then C(T) is called the

commensurability group of T. The following result is given in [2] and is needed

here.

Theorem 5.1. Let x be a noncompact symmetric space of rank one and

of dimension n. Let G be a connected Lie subgroup of IQ(X). Then one of

the following holds:

(1) G has a common fixed point in X and L(G) is empty.

(2) G has a common fixed point in X(°°) and L(G) consists of one

point.

(3) G modulo a normal subgroup (isomorphic to a subgroup of 0(n - 1))

is the 1-parameter group of axial elements and L(G) consists of two points.

(A) G modulo a normal subgroup (isomorphic to a subgroup of 0(n - m)

dim L(G) = m) is the connected isometry group /„«¿(G)>) of the totally

geodesic submanifold <£(G)> which is a noncompact symmetric space of

rank one.

(5) G = I0(X).

Theorem 5.2. Let X be a noncompact symmetric space of rank one and

of dimension n. Let T be a discrete subgroup of I0(X). If dim (L(r))(°°) >

n-2,n>3 and L(V) ± the boundary <L(T)X°°) of <L(T)), then C(T) is

discrete.

Proof. Let G = (g G I0(X) \ gL(T) = L(T)}. G is a closed subgroup

of /o0Y) which contains C(T). We shall prove that the identity component

G0  of G is trivial and thus G  is discrete. Since  dim <¿(r)X°°) > n - 2,

n > 3. L(T) contains more than two points.  Since  G0 C G, G0  leaves L(r)

invariant.  Lemma 2.1 implies that L(G0) C L(r). Since  T C G, T normalizes
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G0. Lemma 2.2 implies that T leaves L(G0) invariant, and if L(G0) con-

tains more than one point, L(F) C L(G0). Thus L(F) = L(GQ). We examine

the possibilities (l)-(5) in Theorem 5.1.

(1) Suppose that the elements of G0  have a common fixed point in X.

Let  Y = {x G X\ g(x) = x for all gGG0}. If Y = X, then G0 = {e}, which

is what we want to prove. We shall show that all other possibilities lead to

contradictions.  If Y & X, then   y is a proper totally geodesic subspace of X.

Since  G0  is normal in G, G leaves  Y invariant.  Let  Y(°°) be the boundary

of Y in X(°°). Then   Y(<x>) is invariant under G  and  T C G.   Lemma 2.1

implies that  Y(°°) D L(F), and so  Y(<*>) D <Z,(G)>(°°).  Since  dim <¿(G)>(°°) >

n-2, dim Y(°°)>n-2 and  dimY>n-l. Since   Y¥= X, dim Y = n - 1.

Thus G0  which is isomorphic to a subgroup of 0(1) is trivial and   Y = X.

(2) Suppose that the elements of G0  have a common fixed point x G

X(°°).  Since  T normalizes G0, it leaves invariant the set F={xGX(°°)\

g(x) = x, gGGQ}.  If F contains more than two points, then  G0  has a fixed

point in X.   If F contains two points, then Lemma 2.1 implies that FDL(T).

Therefore   dim <L(r)>(°°) = 0 < n - 2.  Thus F contains a single point.  Since

T leaves that point fixed, Lemma 3.3 implies that L(F) contains less than or

equal to two points.  This again contradicts  dim <£(r)>(°°) > n-2  and  n > 3.

In the remaining cases, L(G0) contains more than one point.  This implies

¿(r) = L(G0).

(3) L(T) = L(G0) consists of two points, which violates the conditions

dim (£(r)>(°°) > n - 2, n > 3.

(4) and (5). ¿(T) = Z(G0) and  <L(T))(°°) = <L(G0))(°°). Thus L(GQ) =

<L(G0))(°°). This contradicts L(T) * <L(r))(°°).

6. Random walk on ttx(M).  Kesten [11] has initiated the study of left-

invariant, symmetric random walks on discrete groups.  Each such random walk

is described by a symmetric matrix m h   whose spectrum has a largest element

X = lim sup (mSx\ )-'*, where mQ denotes the probability of passing from g

to A  in s  steps of the random walk.

This number X is equal to   1 if the group is solvable, but less than 1 if

there exists a free subgroup of at least two generators.  In fact, X < 1  is

equivalent to the group being amenable.  An outstanding conjecture of von

Neumann is that every nonamenable group contains a free subgroup of at least

two generators.

In [12], Milnor has proved the following.

Theorem 6.1 (Milnor). If M is compact Riemannian with sectional

curvature K < 0, then the growth function of the fundamental group irx(M)

is at least exponential.
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Theorem 6.2 (Milnor ). If X< I, then the group is of exponential growth.

The following generalization of Theorem 4.1 is given in [3].

Theorem 6.3. Let M be a simply connected, complete Riemannian mani-

fold of sectional curvature K < 0 such that every two points in the boundary

M(°°) can be joined by a unique geodesic. If a subgroup G of I(M) does not

have a common fixed point in M(°°) and L(G) contains more than two points,

then G contains a free subgroup with an infinite number of generators.

Corollary 6.1. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of sectional

curvature K < 0 such that its universal covering manifold M satisfies the

assumption in Theorem 6.3.  The fundamental group itx(M) contains a free

subgroup with an infinite number of generators. Moreover, the spectral radius

X of the random walk on  nx(M) is less than I. Equivalently nx(M) is not

amenable.

Corollary 6.2. If M is a compact Riemannian manifold with'negative

sectional curvature, then X<1. Moreover, tt X(M) is of exponential growth.

Corollary 6.2 gives another proof of Theorem 6.2 and answers the problem

of Milnor in [12].
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